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THE TRACES OF HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

ON REAL SUBMANIFOLDS
BY

GARY ALVIN HARRIS1

Abstract. Suppose M is a real-analytic submanifold of complex Euclidean

n = space and consider the following question: Given a real-analytic

function/ defined on M, is/ the restriction to M of an ambient holomorphic

function? If M is a C.R. submanifold the question has been answered

completely. Namely,/is the trace of a holomorphic function if and only if/

is a C.R. function. The more general situation in which M need not be a

C.R. submanifold is discussed in this paper.

A complete answer is obtained in case the dimension of M is larger than

or equal to n and M is generic in some neighborhood of each point off its

C.R. singularities. The solution is of infinite order and follows from a

consideration of the following problem: Given a holomorphic function/and

a holomorphic mapping $, when does there exist a holomorphic mapping F

such that/= F«$?

1. Introduction. Given a submanifold M of complex Euclidean «-space C,

it is desired to characterize all complex valued functions on M which are the

restriction to M of ambient holomorphic functions. Such a function is called

the trace of a holomorphic function, and we will refer to the characterization

of these functions as the holomorphic trace problem.

In general, the holomorphic trace problem appears to be quite difficult; in

fact, even the case of a C°° curve in C seems untractable. Here we will

consider only real-analytic submanifolds of C and address the local prob-

lem:

Which complex valued functions in a neighborhood of some point p belonging

to a real-analytic submanifold M c C are the restriction to M of a

holomorphic function defined in some ambient neighborhood of pi

Here we should note that if M is a uniqueness set for holomorphic

functions on C, then a solution to the local holomorphic trace problem

implies a solution to the global problem.

Because holomorphic functions are real-analytic on their domains of

definition in C, their traces must be real-analytic functions on M. Thus we
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need only consider germs of real-analytic functions on M.

If M is a totally real real-analytic submanifold of C, it is known that every

complex valued real-analytic function on M is locally the trace of an ambient

holomorphic function. For example, suppose M = R c C and /is real-analy-

tic near O. Then/has a power series representation/ = 2JL0ú!f;c'/> an(^ dearly

the ambient holomorphic function/ = "2.fB0aJzj agrees with/on M. But any

totally real real-analytic submanifold M c C is locally biholomorphically

equivalent to a real linear subspace of C and a similar argument will work.

In 1966, Tomassini showed that if M is a C.R. real-analytic submanifold of

C, then a real-analytic function /: M -» C is locally the trace on M of an

ambient holomorphic function exactly when/satisfies the Tangential Cauchy

Riemann equations (i.e./is a C.R. function) [T]. Here we are interested in the

more general situation in which the Tangential Cauchy Riemann equations

for M may have singularities. The following example serves to illustrate the

phenomena which can occur.

Example 1.1 ("cup" in C2). M = {(z„ z,z,)|z, G C} c C2.

M is totally real at every point except (0, 0), where M is tangent to

{(zx, 0)|z, G C}. Suppose /: C2-»C is real-analytic in a neighborhood of

(0, 0). Then/has a power series representation

/=  §   vf«r*»

in some neighborhood of (0, 0) and

IU= i VW-
|/?| = 0

Here, as elsewhere in the paper, we use the usual multi-index notation for

power series in several variables.

We observe that in some neighborhood of each point of M \ {(0, 0)}, z,

agrees on M with the holomorphic function z2/zx.

Because M is a uniqueness set for holomorphic functions on C2, / is the

trace of an ambient holomorphic function in a neighborhood of (0, 0) if and

only if bß = 0 for all ß = (ßx, ßj such that /?, < ß2.

This solves the holomorphic trace problem for the cup in C2 and also

suggests the possible nature of the general solution; namely, an infinite

collection of conditions on the coefficients of a power series representation

for the given function. Examples 5.2 and 5.3 will serve to further illustrate this

phenomenon. Theorem 4.6 is the solution to the holomorphic trace problem

for a general class of submanifolds.

To demonstrate the flavor of Theorem 4.6 we provide an alternative

approach to the trace problem for the "cup", M c C2. Consider the vector

fields
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Yx=4--h  J-    and   y2 = J- + l  J- + J-.       (1.1)
3^i      2,    9z, 9z2     z,    3zj      a¿-2 v    '

By direct calculations one can show for each q G M \ {(0, 0)}, { YXq, Y2q} is a

basis for the tangent space to M at q and Yx Y2= Y2YX. A quick inspection of

the form of Yx and Y2 in (1.1) yields necessary conditions for a given function

/ to be the trace of a holomorphic function on M; namely, for each pair of

nonnegative integers a, and a2, Yx'Y22f\M \ {(0, 0)} extends real-analytically

to all of M. The sufficiency of these conditions is guaranteed by Theorem 4.6,

and the calculations in Example 5.1 show that this solution agrees with our

previous solution for the cup.

§2 reformulates the holomorphic trace problem in terms of a local para-

metric representation for the submanifold M. This reformulation is Problem

3, which leads to the algebraic problem of factoring a given holomorphic

function through a given holomorphic mapping. §3 is concerned with this

problem and contains the key ideas of this paper, with Theorem 3.5 being the

main result of the section.

§4 contains the technical machinery necessary to interpret analytically the

algebraic results of §3. The above-mentioned Theorem 4.6 is the solution to

the holomorphic trace problem for about half of all possible real-analytic

submanifolds, and is the major result of this paper. In §5 the theory is

explicitly applied to the case of a general 2-dimensional real-analytic

submanifold of C2. Here three examples are presented, including Example 1.1

above. §6 concludes the paper with a brief discussion of the complex envelope

and comments on the cases left open by Theorem 4.6.

I would like to express my gratitude to my associates at the University of

Kentucky for their interest and helpful discussions. In particular, I am

grateful to Avinash Sathaye for his comments regarding Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7,

and to Ken Kubota for his suggestions concerining Remark 6.4. I am also

indebted to Paul Eakin for his interest in my work, and to Michael Freeman

for his encouragement and advice.

2. The holomorphic trace problem. We must establish some notation which

will be used throughout the remainder of the paper. For any positive integer

m, Rm, respectively Cm, will denote the germ of real, respectively complex,

Euclidean w-space at the origin O. For notational convenience we will also

let Rm, respectively Cm, denote a particular representative for the germ Rm,

respectively Cm, whose choice is determined by the context. We will let dim,,

respectively dimc, denote real, respectively complex, dimension. In addition,

x = (xx,..., xm) or y = (v„ ... ,ym) will consistently denote vectors with

real coordinates, while z = (z„ ..., zm) or w = (wx,..., wm) will denote

vectors with complex coordinates. C[<x„ ..., xm)] will denote the ring of
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germs at O of complex valued real-analytic functions on Rm and

C[<z„ ..., zm>] the ring of germs at O of holomorphic functions on C".

When convenient, C[(x„ ..., xm>], respectively C[<z„ ..., zm>], will be

identified with the ring of convergent power series in the variables

xx,..., xm, respectively z„ ..., zm, centered at O with complex coefficients.

It should be understood that the particular interpretation of C[<(x,.xm)]

or C[<z,.zm)] will be determined by the context. Finally, for any

positive integer k, Mk will denote the germ at O of a ^-dimensional real-

analytic submanifold. As above, Mk may also denote a particular representa-

tive for the germ Mk, hence we can always assume O G Mk and dim^M* =

k.
We can now formulate the holomorphic trace problem.

Problem 1. Given Mk c C andf E C[(xx, yx, ..., x„, y„>], when does there

exist F E C[<w„ ..., w„>] such that f - F E 0(Mk) (i.e.,f- F vanishes on
Mk)1

Let <E> s (<p,,..., <p„): Rk -» C be any real-analytic parametric represen-

tation for Mk in some neighborhood of O. We assume without loss of

generality that <P(0) = O.

Clearly we can reformulate the holomorphic trace problem as follows.

Problem   2.   Given  f E C[(xx,..., xk")],   when   does   there   exist

F E C[(wx,.... w„}] such that f= F ° $?

Let v: Rfc -» C* be the embedding given by

v: (xx> ...,xk)ERk^ (xx, ...,*t)e(*. (2.1)

If/ G C[(xx, ..., xk}] then/has a power series representation

/=  I   aax".
M-o

We define/ G C[<z„ ..., zk)] by

/= 2   ««*"• (2-2)
|o|-0

Here, as elsewhere, if a = (ax,... ,a„) and x = (xx,... ,xk) then x" =

xx'x22... x^. It follows that / is the unique holomorphic function on C*

such that

/.„-/ (2.3)

and, furthermore, the mapping/-»/is an isomorphism from C[<x„ ..., xk)>]

onto C[(z,,..., zk}] with inverse given by g -» g ° v.

For the parameterization $: R* -» C* given above define $: C* -» C by

*=(*„...,&). (2.4)
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Thus, for each/ = 1, 2,...,«, qj, G C[(zx,..., z¿)] is a nonunit and

<J o y - $. (2.5)

For a given F E C[(w„ ..., w„)] it is an easy exercise to show F°$ =

F»$. (For a general real-analytic F: C-»C this need not be true.) Thus,

given/ G C[<x„ ..., xk}] and f G C[<w„ .... w„>],

/ = F ° $   j/a«i/ <?«/>> i/ / = F « $. (2.6)

We now state our final equivalent reformulation of the holomorphic trace

problem.

Problem 3. Given f E C[(xx, ..., xk)], hence f E C[(zx,. . ., zk)], when

does there exist F E C[(w„ ..., w„)] such thatf = F ° Ô?

We have reduced the original Problem 1 to the "new" Problem 3, in which

we need consider only germs of holomorphic functions. We are thus motiva-

ted to suppress the submanifold altogether and consider a more general

algebraic question concerning holomorphic functions. We will return to the

consideration of a submanifold in §4.

3. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a holomorphic function factor

through a holomorphic mapping. The question posed for the given Ô in

Problem 3 can be posed for any holomorphic map. In this section we drop the

'"""" and relax any rank conditions 0 must satisfy in order to come from a

parametrization. For convenience it is still assumed that <P(0) = O.

Let k and n be positive integers and for each / = 1, 2,..., « suppose

tpj E C[<z,.zk}] is a nonunit. Let $>: C* -» C be defined by

*-(9i,...,ft). (3.1)

Question. Iff E C[(zx, ...., zk)] does there exist F E C[(w„ ..., w„)] such

thatf= F°<S> = F(<px,...,<p„)1
Let $-[$] denote the complex Jacobian matrix [3<p,/3z7] and for each

z G C*, ^-[í>](z) = [d<p¡/dZj(z)]. We denote the usualpointwise rank of $-[<!>] at

p by rk £[$](p). It must be carefully distinguished from the following notion.

Definition 3.1. The generic rank of $, denoted rk $, is the order of the

largest minor subdeterminant of $-[$] whose germ at O does not vanish.

Thus rk O = s means there is an s X s minor A of $-[$] such that det A

does not vanish identically on any neighborhood of O, and rk £[0](p) < s at

all points p in some neighborhood of O.

Remark 3.2. If rk $ = s and rk $-[$](0) = f, then r < í < min{Ä:, n) and

r = s if and only if rk ^[$](z) is constant in some neighborhood of O.

An immediate consequence of Remark 3.2 is

rk $ = s and rk £[$](z) not constant =» rk $-[$](0) < s. (3.2)

For example, $: C2 -» C2 defined by 0(zp z2) = (zx, zxz¿ has rk $ = 2;
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however, rk £[$](°) = *• Notice that rk £[$](z) = 2 for each z G C2 \

{(0, zj)}.

Definition 3.3. The exceptional set of $, denoted E($), is defined to be

{z G C*|rk £[$](z) < rk $}. If rk O = í and A is any s X s minor of £[$],

we let £(0; ^4) denote {z G C*|det A(z) = 0}.

Remark 3.4. For any such A we clearly have E($) c E($; A) and it

follows from the holomorphy of det A (z) that £(0; A) is closed and nowhere

dense in C*. Moreover, it is clear that E($) — Ç\E($; B) where B ranges

over all s X s minors of $-[$].

Suppose $ is as above, (3.1), and rk $ = s. For notational convenience we

will assume

det
9<ft   .
fe"«

* 0. (3.3)
'7-1

"J

Define a holomorphic mapping H: C* -> C* by

ff = (<p„ ...,%, zi+„ ..., z*). (3.4)

We see immediately that rk H = A:; in fact, rk £[.ff](z) = A: for every z G C*

\E(<J>;A) where

3<P/
¿ s

ö-z,
JiV-l

and rk $-[#](z) < k for every z G E(<b; A). In particular, H is a local

biholomorphism defined on C* \ E($; A). Thus for each / = 1, 2,..., k

there exists a unique holomorphic vector field Zj defined on C* \ E($>; A)

such that

H*\2j) ~ ~fc \h(c"\e(.9;a)y (3-5)

For any q G C* \ £($; A) and/ = 1, 2,..., k we let Zyq denote the vector

associated to q by the field Zj.

We now list several important properties of {Z„ ..., Z„} which follow

directly from (3.5) and the fact that H is locally biholomorphic.

(3.6) For any q £ C* \ £($; A), Zlq,..., Zkq are linearly independent.

(3.7) Z/Zj = ZjZJor every i,j = 1,2,..., k.

(3.8) Zj(H) = Sffor every i,j - 1,2,..., k. (5/ is the Kronecker Delta)

Given / G C[(z„ ..., zk)] we will now seek necessary conditions on / in

order that there may exist a solution to the question posed at the beginning of

this section. Thus suppose F E C[(wx,..., wn)] and/ =F°$,

We assume the following restrictive hypothesis on $.

Hypothesis, rk $ = n.

By Remark 3.2 we must then have k > n; however, we may still have
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rk $[$](0) < n. We will see in §4 that this hypothesis is quiite reasonable for

our application to submanifolds.

Under the hypothesis rk $ = n it follows from (3.4) and (3.8) that

Zj (<p¡) = 8jfor each i,j = 1,2,...,«,   and

Zj (cp,) = Ofor each i = 1, 2,..., n andj = n + 1,..., k.       (3.9)

Suppose E is a closed nowhere dense subset of C* and (Z„ ..., Zk) is a

collection of holomorphic vector fields defined on C* \ E which satisfies (3.6),

, q>„) is a power series in qp,,

if/ = 1, 2,..., n,

if/ = n + 1,..., k.

<P„

(3.10)

(3.7), and (3.9)./= F«i = %..,
and it follows from (3.7) and (3.9) that

The left side of (3.10) is initially defined only on C* \ E, whereas the right

side is defined holomorphically on all of C*. Thus we have a nontrivial

condition on/, namely for each/ = 1, 2,..., n, Zj(f) extends holomorphi-

cally to all of C* (i.e. across E) and for each/ = n + 1,..., k, Zj(f) = 0.

Notice, for each/ = 1,2,... ,n not only does Z-(/) extend holomorphically

to all of C*, but it is also a holomorphic function, dF/dwjt composed with í>.

Suppose for some positive integer v and every n-tuple of nonnegative

integers a = (a„ ..., a„) with \a\ < v we have

a H r
Zf'Z2«*...ZB*(/)« a<' aw.*

o <j>.

For any / — 1, 2,..., k, the arguments applied to / above can now be

applied to Zxa>... Zf(f) to yield

ZjZ?...Z*(f)- ÔV;
3Kf

3w,a' ... dwf-
° $    if/ = 1,2,..., n,

iîj = n + I,... ,k.

(3 11)
We conclude the following set of necessary conditions on/.

Conditions C. For any n-tuple of nonnegative integers a = (a,,..., a„),

ZX'Z22... Zf(f) is holomorphically extendible across E to all of Ck, and for

eachj - n + I,.... k, Zj(f) = 0.
We now provide an answer to the question that began this section.

Theorem 3.5. Let $: C* -» C be a holomorphic mapping with $(0) = O

and rk $ = n. Then there exists a closed nowhere dense subset £cC* and a

collection of holomorphic vector fields {Z„ ..., Zk) defined on C* \ E which

satisfies (3.6), (3.7), and (3.9). Moreover, if E is any closed nowhere dense subset

of  Ck,   (Z„ . . . , Zk)   is   any   such   collection   of  vector fields,   and
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/ G C[<z„ . . ., zkyi then

(i) there exists F E C[<w„ . . ., w„)] such that f = F ° ® if and only if f

satisfies Condition C.

In addition,

(ii) if such F exists, then for each n-tuple of nonnegative integers a =

(«„ . . ., an),

■^^(0) = zr....Z-(/)(0). (3.12)

We have just shown the existence of the set E and the vector fields

(Z,,..., Zk], as well as the necessity of Condition C in part (i). Moreover,

(ii) follows immediately from (3.11). Thus the theorem will be proved when

we show the sufficiency of Condition C in (i). To do this we will need some

algebraic machinery.

Let 3F denote {/ G C[(z„ ..., zk)]\f satisfies Condition C} and let

C[[wx,..., w„]] denote the ring of formal power series in the variables

wx,... ,wn centered at O with complex coefficients. For f E W define

H(f,w)EC[[wx,...,wn]]by

-     Zf • • • Z* (/)(Q)
H(f, w) - 2    -„t...„i- < ' ' ' <•• l      }

|a| = 0 al' af

We adopt the usual convention Z,° • • • Zk(f) = /.

The composition H(f; w) ° $ = H(f; q>x,..., <p„) is clearly well defined.

We will first verify the identity H(f, »)»$ =/and then use this result to

conclude H(f; w) G C[<w„ ..., w„>].

Lemma 3.6. For eachf E W andj = 1,2,... ,n,

M(f; w)/9wy = H(Zjf; w). (3.14)

Proof. For each /6f and / = 1, 2,..., n, Zjf Gf and, hence,

H(Zjf; w) is well defined. (3.14) follows from a straightforward calculation.

D

Lemma 3.7. For eachf E ®s, H(f, w) ° $ = /.

Proof. As mentioned above H(f, w) » $ is well defined. Let 9H be the

maximal ideal of C[[z„ ..., zk]] and let S c R be defined as follows:

S = {nonnegative integers m\ïor each/ G W, H(f; w) ° $ = / + 9Hm+I}.

Lemma 3.7 is proved by showing that S contains all nonnegative integers.

Clearly 0 G S. Suppose m G § and/is any member of <3r. For each/ = 1,

2,..., k, we get
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3[//(/; W) o a>]        »     M(f;yv) dtp,
-= y.  - ° o —.

92, fzx     aw, dzj

By (3.14) and the fact that m G S we have

a[tf(/;w)°d>]       » 3m

0Z7 r-I ozy

For each/ ■» n + 1,..., k, Zj(f) = 0. Thus for each/ = 1,2,..., k,

" dm        k dH

2 *,(/)-£-2 ^(/)-af-

Let p G C* \ E. By (3.8) and the chain rule it follows that

A        m,    a/
2z*(/)-3f = ¿ (3-15)

in some neighborhood of p. Thus (3.15) must hold in some neighborhood of

O, C*. Hence

d[H(f, w) » d>]/3zy = 3//3Z, + 91tm+1. (3.16)

But/ » 1, 2,..., k is arbitrary in (3.16) and H(f; w) ° $ =/+ 91tm+1;

thus F7(/; w) ° $ = / + <D1L"1+2. Since/ G ^ was arbitrary we have m + lG

§.   D
Proof of Theorem 3.5. By Lemma 3.7 we have the formal identity

H(f;ir) ° $ = f an<i it remains to show that H(f; w) has positive radius of

convergence. The convergence follows from rk $ = n-,. as shown by the

following result of Paul Eakin and this author [E-H].   □

Theorem (P. Eakin and G. Harris). Let $ be as in (3.1). rk $ = n if and

only if for each F E C[[wx, . . . , wn]], F0$£ C[<z„ .. ., zk)] implies

F E C[(wx,..., wn}] (i.e. the homomorphism F-* F ° $ is strongly injective).

Corollary 3.8. If rk O = n andf = F ° $ then Fis unique.

Proof. Corollary 3.8 follows immediately from Theorem 3.5(h). □

Remark 3.9. Suppose rk $ = s < n, Z„ ..., Zk are defined by (3.5), and

/ G C[<z„ ..., zk}]. If for any j-tuple of nonnegative integers a =

(a„ ..., as), Zx> • • ' Zsa'(f) is holomorphically extendible to C* and for

each j = s + 1,..., k, Zj(f) = 0, then there exists F E C[<w„ ..., w,>]

such that F ° $ = /. In fact, by arguments similar to those used above we can

show

F = 2    -<*,'•••<*'- Wx   '"W*
\a\ = 0 "I* "*•

works.
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For a general 4> with rk $ < n, the sufficient conditions of Remark 3.9 are

not necessary.

Example 3.10. $ = (z„ zxz2, z,zf).

Let/: C2 -»C be given by/(z„ Zz) = z, + z,z2 + z,z2. Clearly there is an

F E C[<w>„ w2, w3>] such that F«$=/; namely, .FOv,, vv2, w3) = wx + w2

+ w3. However, there does not exist G in either C[(wx, w2>], C[(w>„ w3>], or

C[<w2, w3)] such that /=(?•$. Thus / does not satisfy the conditions of

Remark 3.9.

Nevertheless, if rk $-[$](z) *s constantly s then we may assume £■($; A) is

empty and the first set of conditions in Remark 3.9 is trivially satisfied.

Moreover, the conditions Zs+X(f) = • • • = Zk(f) = 0 are "equivalent" to

the Rank Theorem; that is, $ is biholomorphically equivalent to projection

onto the first ¿-coordinates and f= F ° $ for some F if and only if / is

independent of the last k — s coordinates.

Theorem 3.5 answers the algebraic question which began this section in the

situation rk <& = n. We saw in §2 that this algebraic question is related to the

holomorphic trace problem as stated in Problem 3. Thus we will use the

results of this section, especially Theorem 3.5, to derive a solution to the trace

problem.

4. A solution to the holomorphic trace problem. We now return to the setting

of §2. Thus Mk is a A>dimensional real-analytic submanifold of C with

O G Mk and $: R* -» C a real analytic parametrization of Mk with $(0) =

O. Suppose $: C* -»Rfc is defined by (2.4) and rk^= n. Let/: C-»C be

real-analytic. Then Theorem 3.5, replacing / by / « $ and $ by 4>, gives

necessary and sufficient conditions on / ° $ such that there exists a

holomorphic function F: C->C with /i$ = F°l. However, if such F

exists, then by (2.6) /»$ = F»$; that is, / is the trace of F on Mk.

Our task is two-fold. We must first interpret the condition "rk 4> = n".

Secondly, we must translate Condition C applied to / ° 4> into conditions on

the original function /. The idea is simple. Suppose Z„... ,Zk are the

holomorphic vector fields defined on an open dense subset of C* and used in

Condition C. Their "real parts" Xx,..., Xk will be defined on an open dense

subset of Rk. We use $ to push Xx,... ,Xk forward to Mk. The result will be

real-analytic vector fields Yx,..., Yk, defined on an open dense subset of

Mk, which yield conditions on / analogous to Condition C applied to / ° $.

For any point q belonging to C* (respectively, Rk or Mk), TqCk (respec-

tively, TqRk or TqMk) will denote the complexified tangent space to C*

(respectively, R* or Mk) at q. We always let i denote the complex structure

arising from complexification while J denotes the complex structure induced

on the tangent space by the complex structure of the underlying space. For

example, suppose {z„ ..., zk) are the coordinates of C* and z,- = Xj + iy, for
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each/ = 1,2,... ,k. Then we define J by the relation

J 3/ dxj = d/dyj   for each/ =1,2, ...,k. (4.1)

We will employ the notation TqCk = [Zq G T^iZ, = JZq} and T^C

= {ZqE TqC*|iZq = -JZq}. It is well known that TqCk = TqC* 0 rq"C*

and (3/3z,,..., d/dzk] is a basis for TqC*, while {3/3z„ ..., 3/3^} is a
basis for rq'C*. Thus for Zq G TqC* there exist {a,-}*., and {£,})„, contained

in C such that

We let Zq denote conjugation with respect to the i-structure and Zq denote

conjugation with respect to the J-structure; that is,

Thus we have

rçc*' = r;c* = t$? . (4.4)
In addition, we let HqMk denote the largest J-linear subspace of TqMk; that

is, HqMk = TqMk n JTqMk, the complex tangent space to Mk at q. It is well

known that HqMk = HqMk 8 H'q'Mk, where

J^M* = T'qC n 7/qM*   and   H^Mk = T^C n TqM*.

HqMk defines the system of Tangential Cauchy Riemann equations for Mk at

q
For notational convenience we will consistently let p denote the unique

point in R* such that $(p) = q. We then define an integer valued function on

R*by

l(p)^2dimcHqMk. (4.5)

Thus /(p) - dimcHqMk = dimcH^Mk.

Remark 4.1. Mk is a C. R. submanifold if and only if the function p -» /(p)

is identically equal to /(O).

Proposition 4.2. rk $[Ö](v(p)) = k - /(p).

Proof. Let v TpR*-» T^R* c rr(p)C* $„: rpR*->:TqM*, and $,:
rw(p)R* -» TqC* be the usual push forwards. It follows that

T„(p)Cfc = r. TpR* 0 J^ rpR4. (4.6)

Moreover, it follows from (2.5) that

*."* = *•• (4-7)
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and hence,

TqMk + JTqMk = %[T^Ck].

Thus the rank of the map Ö,: T^C* -» TqC is 2(k - /(p)). Therefore,

rk £[<ï>](Kp)) = A: -/(p).   a
Proposition 4.2 shows that the pointwise rank of $ is k minus the

dimension of the complex tangent space to Mk, and hence that rk $ is a

biholomorphic invariant.

It follows from (4.5) and Proposition 4.2 that

k -[k/2] < rk }[Q](v(p)) <k- max{k - n, 0}. (4.8)

([•] is the greatest integer function.)

Definition 4.3. A submanifold Mk of dimension k is generic at q G Mk

provided dimc HqMk = 2 max{& — n, 0). Mk is said to be generic if it is

generic at each of its points.

It follows immediately from (4.8) and the continuity of $-[í>] that

rk $[®](i>(p)) = n if and only if k > n and

Mk is generic in some neighborhood of $(p).

Definition 4.4. A point q G Mk is called a C.R. point of Mk provided

there is an open neighborhood U of q such that Mk n U is a C.R. submani-

fold of C (dimc HzMk is constant for each z G Mk n U). Let CR(M*)

denote {q G Mk\q is a CR point of Mk) and £(M*) denote Mk \ CR(Mk).

We call E(Mk) the set of CR singular points ofMk.

Remark 4.5. By the holomorphy of the components of $[$] and

Proposition 4.2 it follows that CR(M*) is an open dense subset of Mk.

Moreover, dimc HzMk = 2[k — rk <í>] for each z G CR(M*). Thus we have

the appropriate interpretation of the hypothesis "rk $ = n"; namely,

k > n   and   CR(Mk) is generic. (4.10)

We now begin the task of translating Condition C applied to / ° $ into

conditions on /. Let E(<t) be the nowhere dense subset of Ck defined in

Definition 3.3 by replacing $ with Ô. Proposition 4.2 implies

v~x[Ck \ £($)] - $-x(CR(Mk)). (4.11)

Let q belong to CR(M*). By (4.11) v(p) belongs to C* \ E($). (Recall

$(p) = q by convention.) By Remark 3.4 there exists an s X s minor A of

$-[$] such that v(p) G C* \ E(<t; A), in which E(<t; A) is defined by replac-

ing O by 4> in Definition 3.3. For each/ = 1, 2,..., k let ZJv(9) be the vector

defined by (3.5). Then Z„ ..., Zk are the holomorphic vector fields used in

Condition C and it is the "real part" of these fields that we wish to push

forward to Mk.
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For each/ = 1,2,..., k, (4.3) implies

Z>(p) + Zß(p) S ^TpR*. (4.12)

Thus for each/ = I, 2,..., k there exists a unique vector XJp E TpRk such

that

v*xJv - zXp) + Z>(p)- (4-13)

The real-analytic vector fields Xx,..., Xk are defined on R* \ v~x(E(<t; A)),

an open dense subset of R* which is contained in <¡>~x(CR(Mk)).

We adopt the following notation:

9l = $[t>-1(Ck\E(Ö>;A))].

Thus 91 is open and dense in Mk and contained in CR(Mk). Let Yx,... ,Yk

be the push forwards of Xx,..., Xk. Hence Yx,..., Yk are real-analytic

vector fields defined on 91. Since Z„ ..., Zk are holomorphic and pointwise

linearly independent (recall (3.6)) on C* \ £($; A), it follows that

{XXp,..., Xkp) is a basis for TpR* for each p G $_1(9l). Thus for each

q G 91, { YXq,..., Ykq) is a basis for TqMk. Moreover, by (4.7) and (4.13) we

have

YXq = ^(Z>(p)) + $*(Z¿(P))   for each/ =1,2,..., k.       (4.14)

We now assume hypothesis (4.10), namely, k > n and CR(M*) is generic.

Thus rk Ö = n. If w,,..., w„ are the coordinates for C then (4.14) and (3.9)

imply

d/dwj + Üjzßv)    if/ = 1, 2,..., n,

Yjq = \       _ V        ' (4.15)
á>,(z¿(p)) if/ - n + 1,..., k.

Thus YJq E T^C n TqM* = H^Mk for each / - n + 1,..., k. Hence

{ Tn+lq,..., Ykq] is a basis for ^'M*.

Suppose/ G C[(x„ ..., Xfc)] and/ G C[(z„ ..., z^.)] is the extension of

/; that is,/ = / ° v. Because ZJis holomorphic on C* \ E(Ô>; A) we have

X~f= Zjf   for each/ = 1, 2,..., k. (4.16)

Commutativity of Xx,... ,Xk follows from commutativity of Zx,... ,Zk

(recall (3.7)) and (4.16). Hence Yx,...,Yk commute.

We now present the main result of the paper.

Theorem 4.6. Suppose Mk is a k-dimensional real-analytic submanifold of C

with k > n and CR(Mk) generic. There exist holomorphic coordinates

wx, . . . ,w„ for V, an open dense subset 91 C CR(M*), and real-analytic

vector fields Yx, . .., Yk defined on % which satisfy the following properties:
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(1) Y,Yj - YjYJor each i,j - 1,2,..., k.
(2) For each q G 91, {YXq, . . . , Ykq} is a basis for TqMk and

{ y«+iq> • • • > î*q} is a basis for HqMk. In addition, for eachj = 1,2,..., n,

YJq =a/3*,.|q mod T¿C.

Moreover, suppose 91 is any open dense subset of CR (Mk) and { Yx,..., Yk}

any collection of real-analytic vector fields defined on 91 satisfying (1) and (2).

TAe/i a given real-analytic function f: Mk -* C is the trace of a holomorphic

function if and only if
(a) y,"1 • • • Yf(f)\e!L is real-analytically extendible to all of Mk for each

n-tuple of positive integers a = (ax,..., a„); and

(b) YjU)W = O for eachj = n + l,...,k.

Remark 4.7. If Mk = CR(M*) then we may assume 91 = Mk. Thus (a) is

vacuous and (b) recovers the Tangential Cauchy Riemann equations. That is,

/is a CR function.
Proof of Theorem 4.6. The existence part of Theorem 4.6 follows

immediately from the preceding discussion. To prove the second part of

Theorem 4.6, suppose 91 is an open dense subset of CR(Mfc) and Yx,... ,Yk

are real-analytic vector fields on 91 which satisfy (1) and (2). The necessity of

conditions (a) and (b) follows immediately from (1) and (2). To prove

sufficiency we simply reverse the discussion leading to Theorem 4.6.

Let $ = (<p,,..., <p„): Rk -» C be any real-analytic parametrization of Mk

and assume 4>(0) = O. Let Xx,..., Xk be the real-analytic vectors

on $-1(9l) such that $+Xjp = Yjq for each/ = 1,2,.. : ¿ k and p G $~'(9l).

We wish to define holomorphic vector fields Z,,..., Zk on an open subset U

of C* such that v~x(U) = $"'(91) and

"**» = Z>(p) + Zß<& (4.17)

We can do this as follows: if xx,... ,xk are the coordinates of R* and

{ay)kjmi is a set of real-analytic functions on $-1(9l) such that

xj = Zi au -57
i-i      axi

for each/ = 1,2,... ,k, then define for each/ = 1,2,... ,k,

zj = '2 äuT7>      Zi = x¡ + iy¡.
i-l ozi

It is easy to see that Z„ ..., Zk defined above satisfies (4.17), and hence for

any real-analytic g: Rk -> C,

Xjg = Zjg ° v   for each/ = 1,2,..., k.

Thus the fields Z,,..., Zk commute. Moreover,
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*.(z>w)"C9/3mj|,    if/ = 1,2,..., «,

if / = n + 1.k.

Hence Z„ ... ,Zk satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.5. Suppose/: Mk -» C

is real-analytic and satisfies conditions (a) and (b). Thus / ° $ satisfies

Condition C with respect to Z,,..., Zk. Hence, by Theorem 3.5, there exists

F G C[<w„ ..., w„)] such that/MÍ> = F<> $. Thus/° $ = F » $.   □

Theorem 4.6 is the solution to the holomorphic trace problem in case

CR(Af*) is generic and k > n. Two questions are immediately raised. First,

what happens if we relax the hypothesis on Mk, and, secondly, how appli-

cable is the solution in particular examples? The latter question is considered

for a general 2-dimensional submanifold of C2 in §5. The former question is

considered briefly in §6.

5. Application of results to examples of 2-dimensional submanifolds of C2. In

order to apply the results of §4 to a given submanifold we must construct

vector fields Yx,..., Yk satisfying properties (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.6. The

proofs of Theorems 3.5 and 4.6 provide a method whereby such fields can be

constructed. We will now explicitly construct such vector fields for a general

2-dimensional real-analytic submanifold of C2.

Let M2 be a 2-dimensional real-analytic submanifold of C2. Further

suppose $ = (<p„ v-l): R2 -> C2 is a real-analytic parametrization for M2 with

$(0) - O. Let Ô = (<p„ «jy: C2 -» C2 be the holomorphic extension of $. Let

A =

a<Pi

dxx

a<p2

dxx

a<Pi
dx2

3jc,

then

A =

a<p,
dxx

dx.

a«p,
3x2

a<P2

dx2

Hi
3z,

3z,

a<pi
3z2

3^2

3z2

That is, Ä = £[$]. We now assume the hypothesis "rk_4> = 2." Note det A =

det Ä, £($) = (z£ C?|det i(z) = 0}, and Ä~l = ^ _1 off £($). Let Z„ Z2
be the vector fields defined by (3.5); recall for this case H = (<p„ $¿. We

compute

(Z„Z2) = (3/3z„a/3z2)P'1

on C2 \ £■($). It follows from (4.3) and (4.13) that
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(Xx,X2) = (d/dxx,d/dx2)A

Thus

^»^     \dzx'  3z2'   dzx'  dz2)[ÄA-x
(5.1)

onM2\£(M2).

We will now provide several examples, beginning with the example which

started this paper. In particular, we will derive the vector fields (1.1).

Example 5.1. "Cup": M2 = {(xx + ix2, x\ + x2)\xx, x2 E R).

M2 in Example 5.1 is parametrized by $: R2 -» C2 where $(xx, x^ = (xx +

ix2, x2 + xf). Letting z, = xx + ix2, (5.1) yields

y,=-?--íl   ±.    and   y2Ef + i   4r + 4r   onM2\ {(0,0)},
9*i      *i    3z, 3z2      z,    3z,      3Z2 u     'J

which are the vectors in (1.1). Given a real-analytic function/: C2-» C,/ ° $

is a function of z, and z,; thus we assume/is independent of z2. It is easy to

show that for any (a„ a^ with a, + a2 = «, Yf'Yff G C[<x„ ;c2>] if and

only if Y2f E C[(xx, x2}]. Thus we conclude by Theorem 4.6 that / has a

holomorphic extension to C2 if and only if for each n = 0,1,2,...,

1      3
,   (f)EC[(xx,X2)].

z,     dz,

But this is equivalent to

3«i+«2
(/)(0) = 0   for each a, < a2.   □

dz^dz\*2

Example 5.2. "Saddle": M2 = {(xx + ix2> x\ - x\)\xx, x2 E R).

M2 in Example 5.2 is parametrized by $: R2 -> C2 where $(xx, x¿ = (xx +

ix2, x\ — x2). Proceeding as for the "cup" we obtain

v        a       zi3 a    v 3,13,9

oz,      zx    3z, °z2      2,    3z,       dz2

Again assume / is independent of z2. Because of the special nature of Yx and

Y2 we conclude that / has a holomorphic extension if and only if

Y2(f) E C[(xx, x2}] for each n = 0, 1, 2,.... A simple calculation shows

this is equivalent to

a8«'I-l C0(°) = 0   for each (a„ o2) w7A o, «4/.   D
oz, 'dz,2

Example 5.3. "Parabola":M2 s {(xx + ix2, xf)\xx, x2 E R2}.

For Example 5.3 we consider <£>: R2 -> C2 given by 3>(;c„ x¿ = (x, + ix2,

x2). Again assuming/ is independent of z2 we compute
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T, he-j-9-    and   Y2 = —
dx2 ¿     xx

9       .   9
3x,        3jc2

Notice in this case E(M2) = {(0 + ix2, 0)\x2 E R). Suppose /: C2-»C is

real-analytic and represented by a power series 2am„x,mx2, z, = xx + ix2. By

direct computation we conclude Y2(f) E C[<x,, x2}] if and only if

ax „ + i(/j + l)a0n = 0   for each n = 0,1,2.

Thus we have necessary conditions on/. To obtain more conditions we would

have to compute Yx Y2(f), Y2(f), etc.   □

It is interesting to notice that in each of the above examples the conditions

turned out to be an infinite set of linear relations among the coefficients of

the power series expansion for/. One might hope that some finite number of

the conditions imply the rest; however, in general this is false. For example,

suppose N is any positive integer and let f(zx,z2) = zx~xzx. By the argu-

ments in Example 5.1, / is not the trace of a holomorphic function on the

"cup"; nevertheless, YJ2(f) E C[(xx, x2}] for each/ = 1, 2,..., N - 1.

6. The complex envelope. We conclude this paper with some observations

concerning the cases not covered by Theorem 4.6. Thus suppose Mk, $, and

Ö are as in §4, except rk $ = í < n.

Definition 6.1. M is the complex envelope for Mk provided M is a complex

submanifold of C", Mk c M, and for each q G CR(M*), TqMk + 3TqMk =

TqM.

If there exists a biholomorphic coordinate change G; C -> C such that

G(Mk) cC->CX C~s, then the above arguments solve the holomorphic

trace problem relative to C. However, we may then extend to a solution

relative to C by including the Tangential Cauchy Riemann equations for C.

It can be shown that the existence of such a coordinate change is equivalent

to the existence of a complex envelope, M, for Mk. Thus we are naturally

interested in the following question.

Question. Given Mk c C does there exist a complex envelope for Mk1

The answer to this question is known to be "yes" if Mk is a C.R.

submanifold. Indeed, if rk $-[á»](z) is constant then we let M == $(C*). In

general, the answer is "no," and we will provide an example; however, to

understand the example we need the following proposition, the proof of

which is trivial.

Proposition 6.2. Let Mk be a k-dimensional real-analytic submanifold of C

and let $: R* -» C be a parametrization of Mk with $(0) = O. Mk is a

uniqueness set for holomorphic functions on C if and only if the homomorphism

from C[(wx,. . ., h>„>] to C[(z„ .. ., z*)] defined by F-* F ° $ is injective.
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Example 6.3. M2 = {(xx + ix2, (xx + ix^x^ (xx + ix2)x2e*2)\xl, x2 G R)

ce3.
Ai2 is parametrized by $: R2 -» C3 where

$(*,, x2) = (xx + ix2, (xx + ix2)x2, (x, + ix2)x2eX2).

Thus we have Ô: C2 -» C3 given by

$(z„ z2) = (z, + iz2, (z, + iz2)z2, (z, + iz2)z2e*2),

which can be viewed as a composition with the holomorphic coordinate

change (z„ z^ -» ((z, + izj), z^. Thus we may assume

$(z„ z2) = (z„ zxz2, zxz2e'2).

Notice that rk Ô = 2 < 3. The homomorphism F -» F ° 4> from

C[<z,, z2, z3)] is known to be injective [G-R, p. 121]. Thus M2 is a uniqueness

set for holomorphic functions of C3. Hence C3 is the smallest complex

sub variety of C3 which contains M2.   □

Remark 6.4. Using the above ideas we can construct a 2-dimensional

real-analytic submanifold M2 of C which is a uniqueness set for

holomorphic functions on C. Let

$(*„ *2) - {ixi + \x2), (xx + \x2)x2, (xx + ix2)x2eX2,

(xx + \x2)x2eVÏX2.(xx + ix2)x2ev^I'2X2)

where pn is the «th positive prime integer. Consider

4>(z„ z2) he (z„ zxz2, zxz2ez\ z^e^2'2,..., z^e^^2*2).

The homomorphism F-> F ° Ô is shown to be injective by the same proce-

dure as in [G-R, p. 121] and the fact that 1, ez\ e^2.gVÄ^j are

algebraically independent.

There appear to be two avenues of approach to the further study of the

holomorphic trace problem for submanifolds Mk without restriction on their

dimension k or genericity. One approach is to seek conditions which guaran-

tee the existence of a complex envelope, M, for Mk. For example, as

mentioned above there exists such M if and only if there exists a holomorphic

coordinate change G: C-*C such that G ° $ is of the form (y„ ..., y,,

0,..., 0) for some yt.y, e C[<z„ ..., z¿)]. Thus the question becomes

a question of functional dependence.

The second approach is to seek a direct extension of Theroem 4.6. This

could be achieved by extending Theorem 3.5 to the case "rk $ < n". By

Remark 3.9 and appropriate alterations in the arguments of §4, we can derive

sufficient conditions that a given function /: M-»C be the trace of a

holomorphic function. However, in general these conditions need not be
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necessary as is shown by Example 6.3. For suppose/: C3 -» C is the function

defined by/(w,, w2, w3) = w, + w2 + w3. Then

P%(zx, z2) = (z, + iz2) + (z, + iz2)z2 + (z, + \z2)z2ez\

If / o d> satisfies the condition of Remark 3.9, then there is a holomorphic

function F: C3 -> C which is independent of one of wx, w2 or w3 such that

/S$ = F»Ö. But this contradicts the algebraic independence of z, + iz2,

(z, + iz2)z2, and (z, + iz2)z2eZ2. Thus/ ° $ does not satisfy the conditions of

Remark 3.9 even though / is clearly the trace of a holomorphic function on

M2.
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